Bucket of Horses
Once upon a time there was this bucket of horses. As you can imagine, the bucket was friggin’ huge, and
the horses were a bit unhappy. Their horsefeathers were ruffled.
Well, one day some jerk dumped the bucket, and the horses went free. Feathers shed, they had a new life
and ran into the wild with their lips flapping in the wind and their teeth collecting bugs.
The owner of the bucket (We’ll call him Bucketface for the sake of anonymity) awoke that morning to find
his bucket knocked over and his horses missing. “Some jerk dumped my bucket of horses!” exclaimed
Bucketface. “I’m gonna get that jerk (we’ll call him Some Jerk because that was his actual name) if it’s the
next thing I do!”
Next thing Bucketface did was he got Some Jerk. Bucketface and Some Jerk threw down somethin’ fierce.
Punches were thrown. Lips were flapping. Teeth were dislodged and on the ground collecting bugs.
Suddenly, the horses returned from their delightful frolic. They enjoyed it, but had decided they hated bugs
in their teeth, and realized they didn’t know good they had it in that gigantic bucket. I mean, what a unique
opportunity to live in one of the world’s largest buckets!!
The horses promptly broke up the fight, and convinced Some Jerk and Bucketface to kiss and make out.
They fell in love and married immediately. They vowed to share the bucket of horses til death do they part,
and never to fight about it again. Some Jerk could let the horses run free (if they wanted to!) and
Bucketface could continue to round them up and bucketize them.
A dentist was called in a few hours later because Some Jerk and Bucketface decided they didn’t like bugs
in their teeth either.
Feathers were reinstalled on the horses, and Bucketface adopted his new name, for he loved it very very
much.
The end.

